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Urbanization, modernization, and globalization greatly affects the individuals innate
characteristics. The influx of today’s modern world deprive not only the peace that we have but
of the rights that we own. We individuals ask ourselves “what is our right”? – right to live, to
gain freedom and to have the independence that we want?. We compel alone in the world from
the time we were born and from the moment we started to think. As the door open to its mirror of
great democracy, people trudge themselves with dignity and principles in their hands. We
wonder how life would be when ther is no order and the bills that talks about human rights.
“What would be the façade of the world without peace”. In this case, a very good example of this
is the recent unresolved case of bombing in our city last August 5, 2010, tyranny and continuous
deliberate combat between military and the terrorists, tyranny and unstoppable revengeful acts of
the people of Mampang and the awful tragedy that destroys the life of each citizen. How do we
find peace? How do we end each problem faced by the city and our country? How can we stop
the bare cry of the people? How?. It is hard to find peace in our country especially with those
deep anger within them. Peace is what our world needs, without peace the world of ours is of
great debacle. In contrast, peace is something in the world could not fully offer because of those
people who were manipulating their lives into doomed dessert. People do sometime find it hard
to find peace not just because they don’t want others to pass their capabilities of governing the
state but of the authority they want to grasp – the power of ruling everything.
Peace may be sometimes a thing not to be understood right away, peace can sometimes
be the haven of wellness and of healthy lifestyle. Once we own that peace, our world is like full
of surprises with nothing to encumber about, a sanctuary of people where they will live with
happiness and of serene eden. We manage to develop our countryland by delving into our human
rights. Rights, independence, freedom, justice, this four things should be given to a person freely
and knowingly without hesitation. As we walk here in this land of ours, we had already the rights
rooted in us. Our existence was with vast of eternal freedom but sometimes this freedom has its
limitations. Abortion, in vitro fertilization and stem cell technology govern the world high
technology of implanting seed in a person and expulsing life in ours. In my own viewpoint, I am
against abortion for the reason that it ravages the right of the fetus to live and gain the life that
GOD has given. In contrary, followers of having abortion treats it as a legal action for reasons
like: overpopulation, freedom of choice and that sometimes can save the life of the mother when
her life is in danger. In some countries, abortion is legal but not in the Philippines. In vitro
fertilization for me destroys human life and procreating life without the judgment of GOD. Stem
cell technology is like cloning process wherein you are crossing the creation of God’s gift.
Human rights and peace are broad discussion in the development of today’s societal role.
In behalf of this essay, being a nurse one must take note of every detail of the patient and their
rights to be served and cared for. How important does our human rights and peace to us? It’s

existence in this world can’t hardly be explained in any broad explanation. Take importance of
our rights, give them time for it’s a sense of testimony that we really are humans, don’t let others
violate your rights and don’t allow them to take advantage of it. Peace could be so hard to
achieve but sometimes it is the easiest pleasure we had gain from others.
“Find peace for it will give you amazing twist”
“Be your own, don’t let others deprive what’s within you, take anything but at least don’t leave
nothing”

